
Dear John, 

 

I am writing to you as a local constituent living at the  

 an extensive and prominent leasehold development of 982 

apartments  I am not only a concerned 

leaseholder who has lived  for 4 years, but also a volunteer 

and board member. I now find myself facing immense responsibility with 

little or no support from anyone outside the Board of Directors, who are also 

all leaseholder volunteers in the same situation. 

 

Like other leaseholders , my partner and I purchased our 

home in good faith, choosing to invest in a property, which had recently 

been passed as safe, having met all necessary inspections required by the 

building regulation system; a property built by a long established property 

developer with a valid NHBC certificate. Like other purchasers I was a 

responsible buyer, ensuring appropriate due diligence before completing our 

1st home purchase. I used the services of a qualified solicitor to protect my 

interests, I paid for appropriate professional building inspections and 

valuations and I personally made sure that I understood my responsibilities 

in connection with the terms of my lease and the financial information within 

the accounts  In short, like 

many others living here, I invested my savings in what I believed to be my 

dream home after having first evaluated that I could afford to do so. 

 

The tragic Grenfell Tower disaster changed these circumstances for a large 

percentage of the UK population almost overnight, people living in medium 

and high rise apartment blocks found that their buildings were actually 

unsafe and that their lives were potentially at risk. Failed by the very systems 

designed to protect them. 

 







Some basic investigations by former contractors indicate that a combustible 

EPS board has probably been installed in all cavity insulation on site. A 

number of different manufacturers were used across the development and 

unfortunately many of the contractors utilised by  are no longer 

trading. We are also unable to determine if the correct fire barriers are in 

place, as previous work survey undertaken on site indicates that they may 

not be.  

 

Without the EWS1 form, leaseholders essentially become mortgage prisoners. 

Many homeowners, including young families and vulnerable elderly adults, 

are trapped in homes that no longer suit their purposes through no fault of 

their own. They cannot sell their home, nor can they rent it out, because they 

are simply unable to move their mortgage debt to a buy-to-let mortgage. 

Those who purchased on fixed term mortgages, now face huge rate 

increases when their mortgages fall due for renegotiation. In addition, 

couples who sadly find themselves separating are unable to reach any 

financial settlement. All of which will have a considerable negative impact on 

the local housing market. 

 

A failed test will be of great consequence. Not only does it mean residents 

are potentially living in a property that carries a greater fire risk, it also 

means corrective work must be done before the home can be sold, with 

leaseholders potentially facing enforcement notices and even property 

repossession.  

 

Remedial work will take years, and the terms of the lease means that the 

cost will fall on the homeowner rather than the freeholder. Homeowners 

believe it is unfair that they need to pay to make their blocks adhere to new 

safety regulations, while freeholders say the blocks adhered to the rules at 

the time they were built, so they shouldn’t have to pay either. We should not 

be forced to pay for the removal of unsafe materials that  used, even 

if this was compliant with government building regulations. This is a national 





Our building Insurance costs have also increased to an extortionate level 

(43% this year) because of the perceived high risk, a further situation which 

remains outside of leaseholder control because of the terms of our lease.  

 

I feel totally powerless. Volunteer directors of leasehold management 

companies simply do not have the required knowledge or expertise 

necessary to fully act in the best interest of their leaseholders, who at very 

best, potentially face expensive litigation. This requires government support 

and expertise to help navigate through regulation and to deal with the 

associated legal systems. 

 

Leaseholders at  find themselves in this prejudicial situation 

through no fault of their own, they have been forced into this position as a 

result of public policy failure which has and will continue to remain beyond 

their control. Leaseholders had not part in building these properties and they 

played no role in signing them off as being safe, they simply reside in them. 

 

The entire leasehold system requires reform to protect the leaseholder. 

Leaseholders are now trapped and desperate, we need help in the form of 

both legal and financial support. 

 

With the upcoming elections I challenge you to raise this with other Senedd 

members, to take this forward and provide solutions for Welsh leaseholders. 

For the voters of , approximately 2000 in number, this will be 

the single key issue on which we want to see a party commitment of support. 

A situation which will likely be mirrored across the other large developments 

in Wales affected by the same safety issues. 

 

I look forward to receiving your response which I hope to share with all 

 Leaseholders. I will also be contacting other respective 

politicians, including Senedd members, in connection with the issue. 



 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 




